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Coote & Warren Ltd   associated with     F. Warren & Co  
(Wl340.02aM)                (0) 

L.& J. Weber & Phillips Ltd          Weber Footwear Ltd  
(W2510.01)                 (0) 

Wayne V. Myers & Co Ltd           Redex Ltd 
(W7840.01)                 (R5910.01)  

(Record shows now Redex) 
*    *    *    * 

MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES 

'BELL' PERFIN  Bulletin 265/11 (plus 258;260;261) 

DERRICK MUGGLETON has pointed out that the 159 numeral cancel 
was also used by Glasgow, but between straight lines rather than in an 
oval. He has a perfin Design 0020.01, on a 6d Plate 18 grey,  
SG 161, cancelled with a cds GLASGOW MY 25 82 which seemed to 
point to Bert Johnson's stamp being from Glasgow. 

Bert has checked his Bell perfin again and agrees that the 159 on  
his Design 0010.01 perfin is indeed from Glasgow. However, the  
more interesting premise seems to be that this could link together  
Designs 0010.01 and 0020.01 as being from the same user. 

JOHN MATHEWS, who has been researching 'The Bell Organ & Piano 
Co; says the Bell brothers who went to Guelph, Ontario, Canada and 
formed the Bell Organ & Piano Co. came from Scotland. The London  
and Sydney offices came later. John does not believe there was a  
Glasgow Office.  

So he suggests the Glasgow postmark could be on a stamp either:- 

a) used by the family? (less probable) or  

b) b) used by a company salesman on his travels? (more probable) 

*    *    *    * 
CRETE PERFIN Bulletin 265/8 

BRIAN BIRCH informs me that this perfin could be mentioned in  
Perfin Abstracts 0208, 0227 and possibly 0372. 

*    *    *    * 
SLOPER PERFORATING MACHINES  Bulletin 258/9; 261/17 

ENIT JOHN MATHEWS writes that ENIT stood for "Enti Nazionale 
Italiano per il Turismo", which was the Italian State Tourist  
Board.  It's forerunner had been the common perfin CIT. 




